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CONTENT
Early and full growth requires optimal
conditions, maximum care and attention.
Embrace what matters most.
Meet Embrace, the new multi-layer LED
fixture from Oreon, in this magazine.
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WHAT YOU LOVE MOST
What matters to you, you’ll cherish.
Growers of multi-layer cultivation face
several challenges: they want the light
close to the crop, but don’t want the
heat.
The Embrace covers a large area with fewer fixtures. Excess heat is dissipated by
the unique water-cooling: all conditions
are optimally controlled.
Embrace our new Dutch Powerhouse,
specially developed for multi-layer cultivation.

LAUNCH VIDEO

MULTI-LAYER LIGHTING
Oreon is known for its water cooled LED
grow lights for greenhouses. The Dutch
Powerhouse Embrace is specially designed for vertical and indoor farming.
Like our top lights, the new multi-layer
fixtures are actively water cooled. This
ensures a stable growing environment,
especially in multi-layer cultivation where heat and humidity are extremely important.
The Embrace is equipped with all the
qualities and characteristics that make
Oreon’s LED top lights so successful; the
robust design, the glass LED cover, IP67,
the low operating temperature and it is
maintenance free. The Embrace operates on voltages from 230 to 480 VAC,
making it suitable for all types of electrical installations.

Crops

Datasheet

WATER-COOLING
The multi-layer lighting market is evolving rapidly as more and more growers
recognize the added value of this sustainable and efficient cultivation method.
But the heat between the layers and the
rising relative humidity (RH) form a major challenge to growers aiming for a stable climate.
The water cooled Embrace from Oreon
provides a welcome solution: less radiant
heat means fewer temperature fluctuations, resulting in stable RH and CO2 levels.
The active water-cooling also keeps the
fixture at a low operating temperature,
which benefits both the light output and
the lifespan of the electronics and LEDs.

Advantages
PRODUCT VIDEO

ADJUSTABLE SPECTRUM
The Embrace can be equipped with a
control functionality which enables the
spectrum and light intensity to be adjusted dynamically. The grower can change
the spectrum and the amount of light on
the crop at any time. This not only improves crop quality but also helps achieve efficient and sustainable growth in a
controlled climate.
The Embrace is available in 4 hardware
versions (R/W, R/B, R/B/FR, R/W/FR).
Depending on the chosen spectrum, the
light output is up to 700 μmol/s.

PRODUCT VIDEO

LIGHT UNIFORMITY
The Dutch Powerhouse Embrace ensures
high light uniformity thanks to its wide
beam optics and the unique position of
the light sources. This delivers uniform
light over a large surface area, and fewer
fixtures are needed. The Embrace is suitable for lighting crops with an available
height of as little as 35 cm.
2:1 reflector
Distance between lamps: 37.4” | 100 cm
Distance between lamp / crop: 19.7” | 50 cm
3:1 reflector - limited height (a)
Distance between lamps: 37.4” | 100 cm
Distance between lamp / crop: 13.7” | 35 cm
3:1 reflector - large surface (b)
Distance between lamps: 59” | 150 cm
Distance between lamp / crop: 19.7” | 50 cm

PRODUCT VIDEO

2:1 reflector

3:1 reflector a

3:1 reflector b

CROPS
Oreon produces and develops highly efficient and sustainable LED grow lights,
especially for greenhouse horticulture.
Every crop has its own assimilation lighting needs. Thanks to years of knowledge and experience in this industry, we
can develop the perfect light recipe with
you.

Leafy Vegetables

Floriculture

Click on the crops to find out more about
the benefits of LED lighting and the water-cooling solutions that Oreon can offer for each crop.

Soft Fruits
MORE CROPS

Cannabis

DOWNLOADS

ADVANTAGES

REQUEST A LIGHT PLAN

MULTI-LAYER

Company name

Robust design

Water-cooling

Stable climate

The LED fixture is very robust and specially designed
for horticultural use. Aluminium injection molded
parts, thick-walled anodized
extruded parts and powder
coated corrosion protection
ensures the housing will last
as long as the LEDs.

LEDs need to be cooled.
Therefore heat management is very important. The
water-cooling efficiently
transports heat away from
the LED junction. The
warm water can be reused in several ways.

Due to the active watercooling, the heat from the
LED fixtures is taken out of
the growing area. They do
not produce excessive heat,
so there is no need to ventilate which improves growth,
reduces cooling costs and
contributes to a stable growing climate.
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Light uniformity
The specially designed PCB
and reflector promote an
extreme high light uniformity. The multi-layer fixture
has wide beam optics,
which makes it possible to
use this multi-layer fixture
on large surfaces or when
there is limited available
hight between fixture and
the crop.

High efficiency LEDs
Oreon is continuously improving the LED package and
lenses specifically tailored to
the needs of its customers.
Thanks to the cooperation
with world-class LED producers, Oreon is able to always
provide the best LEDs with
the highest efficiency.

Energy efficiency
The high quality LEDs and
smart design make this
fixture extremely efficient.
The water-cooling gives
a grower the opportunity
to save energy on lighting
and cooling.

The fixture can be cleaned with a high pressure
sprayer. Because the LED
fixtures are cooled with
water no cooling fans are
needed and dirt has no
chance to accumulate.

Country

Project name

Installer

Facility

Greenhouse

Type of growing

Indoor

Crop

Light installation

GH

Propagation

Production

Full Led

Hybrid

Light spectrum
Daily light integral

Dimensions*
MULTI-LAYER

GREENHOUSE

A1

A1
B1

Longer lifespan
A water cooled LED
fixture keeps 90% of its
light output in at least
95% of the fixtures after
50,000 hours: L90 B05 –
50,000h.
Because of the design,
the LED fixture is well
protected. When used
within its limits, Oreon
fixtures have a warranty
of 5 years.
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B1

B2

A2

E

B2

C

Dimension of room (A)
Size grow area / table (B)

Distance floor to truss (E)

Height of crop (D)
Distance between layers (E)
Number of layers

Height of bench/gutter (F)
Reflective walls/screens

THE DUTCH POWERHOUSE

Distance crop to fixture (C)

Distance crop to fixture (C)
Height of crop (D)

Advantages Flyer

E

D

F

Dimension of greenhouse (A)
Size bay width / post spacing (B)

The LED fixture comes in 3
hardware versions, each with
2 or 3 independent channels.
Each channel is dynamically
adjustable and dimmable to
provide maximum flexibilty
during the phases of growth
and the possibility to customize the spectrum at any
time. This leads to higher
yields and better control
over crop quality.

T +31 30 760 0660
E info@oreon-led.com
W www.oreon-led.com
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Adjustable spectrum

V201009
Oreon
Lorentzlaan 6
3401 MX IJsselstein
The Netherlands

City

Province/State

Light intensity

Easy to clean

ER

Glass cover
Glass has by far proven
to be the best solution
to protect the LEDs. The
LED fixture has special
glass with extremely
high transmission. An
antireflection coating is
applied to both sides of
the glass to eliminate any
light loss due to reflection and absorption. Glass
is very durable and will
hardly age compared to
PVC. It is not sensitive to
chemicals and can easily
be rinsed with water.

E-mail address

Address

Type of HPS GH

Ingress Protection
The LED fixture is suitable for wet locations, and
the LED module and all
electronics have an IP67
rating.

Contact name

Telephone number

Yes

No

Reflective walls/screens

Yes

No

GH
Only for greenhouse
* Add a floor map or drawing.
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Oreon
Lorentzlaan 6
3401 MX IJsselstein
The Netherlands

EMBRACE

Reflection factor %

Reflection factor %

FOR CLOSE TO CROP AND
MULTI-LAYER PURPOSES
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W www.oreon-led.com

Light Plan Form

Datasheet

VIDEOS

We are Oreon

Water-cooling explained Embrace Launch

Embrace Productvideo

LED’S.
STAY.
CONNECTED.

Oreon, the Dutch innovative developer and manufacturer of high-end LED grow
lights for greenhouse horticulture, is introducing the first water cooled multi-layer LED fixture: Embrace. The Dutch Powerhouse Embrace is specially designed for vertical and indoor farming. The biggest enemies in multi-layer cultivation are heat and humidity, but now Oreon has the solution: an actively water
cooled LED fixture for a stable growing climate and perfect light distribution.
With the introduction of the Embrace, Oreon is offering a sustainable and efficient LED lighting solution for multi-layer cultivation systems.

CLIMATE CONTROL
heat removal by water-cooling
ULTRA WIDE OPTICS
high uniformity in every situation
ADJUSTABLE SPECTRUM
dynamical for maximum flexibility

REQUEST LIGHT PLAN
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